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Manufacturing Execution System (MES) is designed to optimize the execution of manu-
facturing operations and to improve production output. The main goal of the manufac-
turing execution system is to ensure the correct execution of the manufacturing opera-
tions and to take care about production output. 
 
The case company in this study is producing medical devices in Finland. The MES in-
vestigated in this study covers a tomograph production line. The existing active produc-
tion line is the scope of this research. 
 
The current MES version has severe problems and is behaving inconsistently and is 
also unstable. It is vital to analyze and find weak  points in the existing MES to improve 
production. 
 
The investigation pointed out some reasonable places to improve the MES. 
The results of this thesis presents common weak points of the current production oper-
ations. 
 
The target of this study was also to understand, test, and evaluate possible solutions to 
improve the existing MES. The current active MES was improved based on detected 
faults. Developed recommendations for MES maintenance also included.  
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1 Introduction 
Manufacturing is the process where machines are used to produce goods from raw 
materials. Production is the process of converting resources into finished products. 
Manufacturing includes the production of the goods which can be immediately sold off 
and are suitable for use. 
Solutions in the manufacturing area have a goal to make production costs lower, be 
reliable and flexible in adjusting production items, easily create new product types, help 
to follow compliance with industry regulations and standards related to a production 
line and items. 
A Manufacturing Execution System (MES) is an information system that drives effective 
execution of manufacturing operations. Using current and accurate data the MES trig-
gers, guides, verifies, and reports manufacturing activities in realtime.  
In this study it was important to collect and analyze acquired data results. The study 
was using the active Manufacturing Execution System (MES) as part of the existing 
manufacturing process.  
The main target of the MES is to verify the correct workflow and execution of the manu-
facturing operations. MES is helping the manufacturing of the medical devices [5] on 
the existing production line. MES has been developed and maintained using internal 
development. The thesis collectted data acquired during the manufacturing process.  
The investigation was linked to the manufacturing process covered by currently active 
MES for collecting, analyzing achieved data, including the number of negative test re-
sults on MES-workstation in order to perform improvements. The medical device pro-
duction needs to produce verified and validated devices according to the regulator's 
requirements.  
The thesis is evaluating existing performance based on acquired data. The research is 
providing results usable for MES improvements and solving current malfunctions.  
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1.1 Objectives and Scope 
This thesis aims to study the challenges of the current MES linked to the production 
line manufacturing medical devices and how it could be improved. Notably, it will try to 
answer the following research questions: 
-       How to improve the current MES? 
-       What type of IoT solution would be suitable and useful for MES implementation? 
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2 Process and Current State Analysis 
This chapter explains the methodology and steps used in achieving the results. This 
thesis was conducted in the following steps: 
- Review of existing literature related to Manufacturing Execution System. 
- Become familiar with the existing production line mentioned in the ntroduction 
section. 
- Check the production flow from the starting point till the end of the production of 
a single item. 
- Understand and describe the differences and similarities between the produc-
tion lines based in the same production floor and working under similar MES 
with appropriate configuration.  
- The thesis is analyzing the production line investigation results. The analysis 
contains unstable, unreliable, and questionable results achieved from currently 
used production line and MES. 
- Plan appropriate ways to improve weak places. 
- Consultation with the product owner/stakeholders to get confirma-
tion/understanding/approval for the proposed improvements. 
- Finaly the thesis is listing a set of recommendations to improve the existing 
MES, building new MES, and maintaining MES. 
 
This research was divided into two parts: 1st part was conducted to explore existing 
knowledge in general, the existing production line, gather it’s behavior, and work teams 
opinions. The 2nd part includes a study how the exiting MES could be improved. 
The work team's interviews and discussions are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. MES-work teams, working place assessments. 
Team Head MES-team MES, behavior's opinion 
1 (from 5-14 
o’clock) 
Team1Head   
 Planning, 
comparing 
MES Team 1 Member 1 WS1 delivery from the 
warehouse is slow 
 Checking MES Team 1 Member 2 Base trunk assembling is 
requiring attention 
 Reporting MES Team 1 Member 3 Sensor’s set is unstable 
  MES Team 1 Member 4 Device final testing is re-
quiring  improvement 
2 (from 14-
23 o’clock) 
Team2Head   
 Planning, 
confirming 
MES Team 2 Member 1 Base trunk assembling is 
complicated 
 Checking MES Team 2 Member 2 Dummy-skull testing is de-
laying 
 Reporting MES Team 2 Member 3 Device final testing is inac-
tive 
  MES Team 2 Member 4 Device packing in inaccu-
rate 
    
Common Team 1 and 2   
noticeable opinions: 1. Sensor’s block is requiring strict attention 
2. Dummy-skull testing is requiring improving 
sharpness image  
3. Device packaging is requiring all related de-
scription and manuals 
 
The outcome of this thesis is:  
- Set of recommendations to build and maintain a new MES. 
- Functional prototype.  
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Performed research result are given as recommendations and is useful for future de-
velopment. The designed prototype is for demonstration and evaluation of new produc-
tion implementation. 
 
2.1 Investigation of Existing MES   
This chapter describes the existing components of MES. MES is controlling the behav-
ior of the assigned production line. MES is helping to utilize configured tasks for MES-
workstations related to the production line. The production line contains the allocated 
server, network switch for establishing the connection between work-stations and a 
production line server, and MES-workstations linked to the production line shown in 
Figure 1.   
 
Figure 1. Current production line structure. 
MES controlls assigned and configured MES-workstations. MES-workstation handles 
configured task. MES-workstation passes achieved result to the production line server.   
 
2.2 Existing Production Line Workflow 
This subsection shows the manufacturing process using the current MES. The produc-
tion line workflow defines the starting point of the manufacturing process. MES organ-
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izes correct flow between steps in manufacturing process and performs tests to re-
ceived results.  
MES keeps also control onward the testing outcome and follows the appropriate steps 
according to result. 
Through automation of manufacturing procedures and integration 
to support functions, the manufacturing execution 
system streamlines the production process and eliminates 
waste. Central to standardizing and enforcing manufacturing 
practices is the authoring of clear illustrated work instructions 
for production. The MES does so via work plans that 
include the breakdown of jobs, routing among work centers, 
documentation attachments, 3D CAD based visualizations, 
resource and data collection requirements such as serial/ 
lot number usage, inspection measurements, and verification 
buyoff signatures [13 pp. 26]. 
 
Figure 2. Existing production lines workflow. 
The manufacturing process is initiated by MES. MES contains the whole workflow to 
follow configured actions performed during the manufacturing process.  
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2.3 Reflecting on Existing MES Structure 
The current MES structure is following existing production line. MES presents produc-
tion way of transforming raw data to final requested items configured by MES. MES 
also  holds results received by workstations during the assigned task. 
The existing version of MES is monitoring and helping the production process to organ-
ize the necessary components into the final requested items. The operator is perform-
ing actions on MES-workstation as shown in Figure 3. 
 
 
Figure 3. Operator workflow. 
Technicians become more efficient because they’re spending 
less time looking for paperwork. The MES puts at their fingertips 
everything they need to complete each routing operation 
and record all the information needed to create an as‐built 
documentation package for each product manufactured or 
serviced. No more searching through files to find the pertinent 
information for the job. [13 pp. 26] 
 
2.4 Research Design 
This subsection introduces the research design for this thesis with the help of the book 
[4]. Research design helped to generate questions together and answers on them 
served the thesis to obtain it’s solution. 
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The thesis was investigating and looking for the answers to these questions:  
- What is happening?  
MES has unexpected behavior during transmitting achieved production data to 
the production server. 
- Why is it happening?  
MES is freezing during data retrieval from the workstation. 
- Who is involved?  
MES team leader is reporting to MES team members. 
- Where is it happening?  
MES is working with the production line mentioned in the Introduction chapter. 
- When is it happening? 
MES has latency in the provided functions. 
This subsection provides also selected research content explanations: 
- Performing the interview of team members participated in production controlled 
by MES, looking for team member opinion about MES. 
- Investigating received results from the workstation activity.  
- Performing team leader interviews are related to MES functionality and MES la-
tency. Initiate the discussion linked to the Objectives and Scope of this thesis. 
- Organize the discussion with the involved stakeholders regarding research re-
sults. 
The result of the MES-teams interviews and opinions were presented in this chapter in 
Table 1. MES-work teams, working place assessments. 
Collected production line results under MES control are presented in Table 2.  
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Table 2. Collecting production line results under MES control. 
MES action Time, min Failed results, due 
manually data misprint-
ing 
 
Workstation 1 Obtaining trunk 15,6  
Workstation 2 Assembling trunk 78  
Workstation 3 X-Ray  
emitter/receiver 96 
2 
Workstation 4 Sensors  
assembling/testing 108 
2 
Workstation 5 Scan testing dummy-
skull 114 
 
Workstation 6 Device final testing 156 2 
Workstation 7 Device packing 228 1 
The column “MES Action” shows a MES-workstation where appropriately configured 
action happens. The column “Time, min” displays time occupied for implemented as-
signed task when appropriately configured action happens. The column “Failed results, 
due manually data misprinting” presents failures received during manual result data 
updating on active MES-workstation. MES is waiting and blocking the production line 
until the correct data is entered. MES-workstation’s unpredictable and unexplained 
results are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Current production line workflow. 
The graph is presenting visually the production line workflow with collateral data. Mal-
functions are indicated as red points in Figure 4.  
Obtained faults are described in Table 3. 
 
 
0
0,5
1
1,5
2
2,5
3
3,5
4
4,5
Current production line 
starting item production
MES WS1 Obtaining trunk
MES WS2 Assembling trunk
MES WS3 X-Ray emitter/receiver
MES WS4 Block sensors
MES WS5 Scanning test dummy-skull
MES WS6 Device final testing
MES WS7 Device packing
completed item production
time, h 
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Table 3. Production line malfunctions. 
Workstation name Malfunction Solution 
WS 4 Block sensors Sensors are organized in a 
common set providing in-
correct value 
Checking all the sensors 
one by one  
Workstation 5 Scan testing 
dummy-skull 
Dummy skull doesn’t pro-
vide an  expected image as 
a result of scanning pro-
cess 
Clean related assemblies 
and perform the task as-
signed to Workstation 5 
Workstation 7 Device pack-
ing 
Package of the finished 
device is missing mandato-
ry manuals and descrip-
tions based on requested 
customer language. 
Update package with miss-
ing materials for a user, 
operator, and owner.  
Recheck Workstation 7 
MES-task 
Table 3 contains the list of malfunctions often achieved during the production line man-
ufacturing process controlled by MES. 
 
2.5 Reliability and Validity 
The study contains results achieved by various work teams controlling the existing 
MES. The research was using the same conditions as in normal production environ-
ment: production line, manufacturing process, manufacturing place, and MES version.  
Research Design section contains Table 2 and presents received production results. 
The outcome of the performed research, study, and MES-achieved results prove their 
reliability and validity. The achieved results are reproducible and valid according to the 
measurement using the MES-workstation configuration. 
Unexpected and incorrect testing results disallows the usage of the completed items in 
the production line further. The MES workstation performs one major task, which is 
divided into steps; each step includes a mandatory verification of the result. The pro-
duction item has creation rules and results validation.  
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3 Details of Existing Production Line 
The goal of this chapter is in to analyse the details of the existing production line. 
The MES is tightly integrated with the project and materials 
management system, which tracks bills of materials, 
supply and demand, inventory, and manufacturing order 
costs. As orders are planned and firmed up through materials 
requirement planning and then released to the shop 
floor, the MES begins tracking the progress and providing 
real‐time updates to the project and materials management 
functions [13 pp. 26]. 
 
3.1 Production Line Analysis Outcomes 
This subsection explains the starting point for the improvements and the reason for the 
needed change. MES covers the related production line. The production line was run-
ning during the study Table 4 shows obtained malfunctions during the study. 
 
Table 4. Malfunctions of existing production line.  
Malfunction name Place Solution 
Workplace work is unstable MES line, MES work-
stations 
Ticket to the IT depart-
ment 
Server out of order (Network 
connection, storage) 
MES line workflow 
server  
Ticket to the IT depart-
ment 
MES line faults/updates  
(database structure/content, 
line/item configuration) 
MES line, MES work-
stations, MES server 
MES team, investigation, 
resolution 
The operator performed an 
incorrect operation 
MES workstation MES team, investigation, 
checking, teaching  
Workplace work is acting unstable due to workstation internal faults affecting config-
ured and expected workstation behavior. The MES server is unable to provide request-
ed data from the MES-workstation, it is blocking the whole production line if the MES 
server is out of the order. 
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MES line is containing several workstations controlled by MES. MES workstation 
should be in the correct order to perform the configured task. The operator should also 
be familiar with the functionality of the MES workstation. Following results of existing 
MES performance were collected during the medical device manufacturing process 
(see Table 5). 
 
Table 5. MES workstation time and activity state. 
Name MES state name Time  Step result state   
(instability) 
MES flow step 
(dependable on performing a task) 
26 min  - up to 4 
hours 
4  
Workstation 4  
Sensors assembling/testing 
up to 108 min 2 
Workstation 5  
Scan testing dummy-skull 
up to 115 min  
Workstation 6  
Device final testing 
up to 156 min 2 
Workstation 7 Device packing up to 228 min 1 
completed item production up to 240 min  
MES-workstations with unexpected production states are shown in Table 5. The time 
column presents  the throughput time in the manufacturing process on the production 
line. 
Performed measurements provided the following outputs: 
 Understanding of MES weak points. 
 Understanding of production line. 
 Real activity of production line working under MES control. 
 Realized reasons ending to unexpected performance shortages.   
The MES analysis explains and supports recommendations to fix investigated prob-
lems. Researched knowledge shows the steps to the improvements and a way towards 
desired outcomes. 
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3.2 Problem Solving Process 
Root cause analysis summoned for the problem-solving process help. 
Root cause analysis starts with the definition of a problem in 
a discrepancy report and continues through material review 
board (MRB) functions and corrective actions if the problem 
is deemed to merit the escalation through these processes 
in the system. The corrective and preventive action (CAPA) 
function allows an assigned team to efficiently record all 
the information further gathered during a CAPA root cause 
investigation [13 pp.29]. 
A CAPA process is initiated to assign a person or team to 
further investigate a problem and recommend actions to 
avoid repetition of a problem. In other words, the corrective 
action is a process improvement process — improvements 
that lead to happier customers [13 pp.30]. 
CAPA actions can be identified in multiple ways, during 
receiving and incoming inspection, manufacturing, or audit 
findings found after the fact. 
You can devise preventive actions via the same CAPA 
processes by extrapolating from one experience and applying 
lessons learned to similar areas [13 pp.30]. 
The thesis is using four steps in the problem-solving process in the current existing 
MES. Problem-solving is the research flow toward the target of the solution: defining a 
problem, analyzing problem-reason, identifying possible alternatives for the challenge, 
and implementing the solution. 
 
 
Figure 5. Problem-solving research process  flow 
Problem-solving is a process containing the following steps: 
• Stage 1 - Defining the problem. 
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• Stage 2 - Understanding the defined problem reason. 
• Stage 3 - Identifying a valuable solution. 
• Stage 4 - Evaluate the outcome of the solution. 
 
The problem-solving process (PSP) outcome identified malfunction during the manu-
facturing process reason. 
Table 6. Problem Solving Process Outcome. 
Name MES state name Occupied time MES step  
result state   
 
MES flow step 
(is depending on device configuration) 
26 min – up to 4 hours 1 
MES flow step  
assembling device frame 
up to 70 min 0 
MES flow step  
sensors calibration, verifying and 
validation 
(is depending on device configuration) 
up to 30 min 
 
0 
MES flow step  
testing scanners 
(is depending on device configuration) 
up to 40 min 
 
1 
PSP outcome is helping to prioritize problem fixes and contributies to research alterna-
tives for current MES. PSP outcome is described in Table 6 and it helped the steps 
forward for the implementation malfunction-free solution. 
 
3.3 Fit-gap Analysis 
 
This thesis was using fit-gap analysis for identifying MES instability, manufacturing pro-
cesses, and the production flow. Fit-gap (Good, Average, Poor) analysis performed to 
identify the usual misbehavior and results of MES workstation action (see Table 7).  
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Table 7. Results of fit-gap analysis. 
Impediment Origination Fit-gap state 
Latency MES workstation Poor 
Reaction time MES workstation, MES 
production line 
Poor, Average 
Response time MES production line Average 
Delivering testing result MES workstation Average 
 
The analysis was performed for the production line used for the research and men-
tioned in the Introduction section. 
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4 Theoretical Background 
This chapter introduces and shortly explains the general vision and concept of the 
Manufacturing Execution System (MES). There are several general definitions of MES 
and Enterprice Resourse Planning (ERP). General definitions and relations between 
these mentioned systems are not straight. Systems have close relations and linked to 
the business logic of production [6]. 
Manufacturing Execution System (MES) 
Manufacturing execution system (MES) is the information system that connects, moni-
tors, and controls complex manufacturing systems and data flows on the factory floor. 
The main goal of a MES is to ensure the effective execution of the manufacturing oper-
ations and improve production output.  
MES defined as the system for executing, managing, monitoring the production pro-
cesses. MES is helping to achieve the goal by tracking and gathering accurate, real-
time data about the complete product lifecycle, beginning with order release until the 
product delivery stage for finished goods. 
MES is accepting and collecting usage data usage in the whole production process for 
regulatory compliance purposes. Harvested data gives a possibility for analyzing pro-
duction line behavior and results. 
MES is collecting the data about product genealogy, performance, traceability, material 
management, Work in Progress (WIP), other plant activities as they occur. This data, in 
turn, allows decision-makers to understand the current settings of the factory floor and 
better optimize the production process. 
MES is providing a way to combine work team efforts and directing them to finalize the 
production process. Current MES implementation for the production line is requiring 
MES improvement. Previously implemented third party item is counting as the raw data 
in the active MES. 
This thesis is presenting the list of MES requirements obtained from CSA and PSP 
outcomes. Researching of previously approved and published studies pointed to the 
following books [1], [2], [6].  
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 Companies who are looking into MES and planning to introduce an MES system 
should abandon the idea that they can buy an MES system “off the shelf.” 
MES must be tailored to their particular situation and may very well 
be spread over some different software systems. Companies should 
take an eagle’s view on their manufacturing layout and create a structured master plan 
for their own MES system selection [1, p71] . 
Modern manufacturing execution systems (MES) can offer real-time applications. They 
generate current and even historical maps of production equipments and can thus be 
used as a basis for optimization processes [1, p5]. 
Manufacturing Execution Systems - Optimal Design, Planning and Deployment  
 Before implementation of a (new) MES, it is absolutely essential to 
analyze the actual situation in detail. Only on the basis of this analysis potential im-
provement can be discovered and thus requirements be defined for the new system. 
Analysis of the technical boundary conditions is also essential to avoid unpleasant sur-
prises in terms of project costs. The main focus of the analysis must be on the 
work processes in production [2, p178]. 
Researches and studies [6] is describing the structure and assemblies used for ERP 
and the role, the weight, the importance of the most valuable and mandatory ERP part, 
specially MES.  
Relations between systems discussed at the conference [10]: 
Manufacturing execution system is information systems (IS) application that bridges the 
gap between IS at the top level, namely enterprise resource planning (ERP), and IS at 
the lower levels, namely the automation systems. MES provides a media for optimizing 
the manufacturing process as a whole in a real time basis. By the use of MES in com-
bination with the implementation of ERP and other automation systems, a manufactur-
ing company is expected to have high competitiveness. In implementing MES, func-
tional integration -making all the components of the manufacturing system able to work 
well together, is the most difficult challenge. For this, there has been an industry stand-
ard that specifies the sub-systems of a manufacturing execution systems and defines 
the boundaries between ERP systems, MES, and other automation systems. The 
standard is known as ISA-95. Although the advantages from the use of MES have 
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been stated in some studies, not much research being done on how to implement MES 
effectively. 
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5 Results and Analysis 
This chapter contains the analysis of the performed research. The research was aiming 
to fulfill the thesis objectives. MES research requirements are presented in Table 8. 
Table 8. MES research requirements. 
Requirement name 
Reducing production time 
Reducing manual data entry 
Report incidents and disruptions during production 
Table 9 shows requirements that are valuable for improving anf maintaining the exist-
ing MES. 
Table 9. MES and User requirements. 
Requirement name 
Functional Requirements It is describing workflow of MES, way of raw data trans-
formation into final product. 
Behaving Requirements MES is presenting the next step of manufacturing work-
flow on each MES-Workstation to operator. 
This thesis contains MES production line researches, gathered and analyzed achieved 
production data from each MES-workstation related to MES production line. Current 
MES-version investigations show weak and robust manufacturing process parts.Table 
9 clarified relations and requirements regulated MES functionality and requirements for 
MES operators. 
 
 
 
 
Research results determined MES weak points: 
- Latency 
- Unpredictable and unexpected outcomes of production steps 
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The research result was shown in  
Table 2. Collecting production line results under MES control.  
5.1 MES Requirements 
This research used a discovery method to comprehend requirements for the improved 
system. Results and analysis achieved during research followed to establish require-
ments for improvement of MES. The requirement includes a description of the needs 
and expectations to use for the development or improve products, services, processes, 
capabilities, and environments. It is typical for the requirements gathering to start in the 
beginning with high-level needs and expectations and progress to detailed specifica-
tions that can be used for implementation, testing, and quality control. 
System Requirements Hardware 
 
The new MES needs reliable and adequate system reaction time during the production 
process: 
- MES production line server  
- MES workstations 
- Networking hardware suitable for communications between MES parts   
System Requirements Software 
 
The new MES requires expectable and understandable system behavior to support 
team members operations: 
- MES functionality  
- MES usability graphical user interface 
IT Requirements 
Needs to ensure communication within the system components: 
- Connectivity 
- Database storage 
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5.2 Achieved Results  
 
The current  MES is causing unpredictable misbehavior when performing actions with 
MES workstations. This thesis performed research following a design described in Re-
search Design. Completed research brought results to introduce MES-improvements. 
This subsection presents some evidence of production line outcomes and achieve-
ments. Modern MES IoT-related solution could provide much better performance.How 
IoT will transform manufacturing from current existing MES-implementation to new im-
proved MES is described next. 
Monitoring status information and remote control are traditional applications 
in industry. In complex environments, such as machine floors, novel methods for 
indoor tracking of personnel, tools and materials in an integrated manner can 
improve both safety and productivity. The precise tracking of hand 
tools can even inform better routines for the production process. The data of material 
tracking systems (e.g., via RFID tags) can help collate all information related to one 
particular piece of a product (product history), data that is both of relevance for due 
diligence as well as improved service to the consumer. [12] 
Advances in many technical areas are making the IoT and smart environments possi-
ble, including multiple communication solutions for IoT devices, which we categorize 
into two main families: i) Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), intended mainly for 
object and device identification.[11] 
 
The IoT is seen as the key ingredient for the development of smart environments. Nev-
ertheless, the current IoT ecosystem offers many alternative communication solutions 
with diverse performance characteristics. This situation presents a major challenge to 
identifying the most suitable IoT communication solution(s) for a particular smart envi-
ronment. [10] 
IoT technologies bring together a variety of distinct elements and functionalities to con-
struct integrated systems of increasing complexity consisting of numerous interacting 
complements. Entity identification is a core ingredient for managing this complexity and 
ensuring that assembly and commissioning of fully functional systems is successful as 
well as ensure trustworthy operating in the context of flexible and dynamic operations. 
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In turn, this suggests the need for IoT universal identification as well as for supporting 
services to resolve entity codes and relate them to associated meta-data .[11]  
From the various IoT-related solutions an RFID technology was selected in this case to 
improve the performance of the existing MES.  The potential improvement can be de-
scribed as follows: 
 
Products, semifinished products, and even component parts will be equipped with an 
RFID chip or similar piece of technology that performs a product memory function. This 
product memory can be used to store product configuration data, work instructions, and 
work history. Instead of relying on a central MES system to manage all aspects of pro-
duction, these intelligent products can tell the production modules themselves what 
needs to be done. [7] 
 
 
This subsection presents the new MES-architecture together with RFID technology as 
the replacement of current MES. The main structure displayed in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. New MES with IoT-related general schema. 
Existing active MES is enhanced by improving MES-workstations with RFID card sup-
port. The RFID card is identifying MES-workstation. 
The use of RFID in the IoT context introduces two additional elements that are neces-
sary to enable large-scale open infrastructures: (i) universally unique identification 
(UUID) schemes that allow each entity connected to the IoT to be unambiguously iden-
tified through an alphanumeric handle, and (ii) networked services that allow the map-
ping of a handle to entityrelated information and supporting meta-data. [11] 
Modern MES IoT-Related General Schema and Valid RFID Card 
The production line server together with IoT server implementation accepts RFID cards 
with appropriate tags. 
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Figure 7. IoT-related schema and valid RFID card. 
Modern MES-schema is presenting the correct RFID card and establishing communi-
cation with the MES IoT server. 
The RF Reader is presenting RFID card status using diode color (green color - RFID 
Card is acceptable). The RFID card is providing own unique ID and assigned RFID 
tags presented in Figure 8. 
  
 
Figure 8 Modern MES with acceptable RFID card. 
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Modern MES IoT-related General Schema and Invalid RFID Card 
The new station MES refuses to accept RFID-card if the workstation is not in the cor-
rect sequential order.  
 
 
Figure 9. IoT-related general schema invalid RFID card. 
The RF reader is refusing RFID card and avoiding communication with the MES IoT   
server. RF Reader is presenting RFID card status using diode color (red color - RFID 
Card is unacceptable). The RF Reader is displaying involved RFID Card ID as 
presented in Figure 10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Modern MES with unacceptable RFID card. 
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5.3 Prototype 
The prototype was developed locally to use it as a simulation of the researched produc-
tion line. Simulation allows seeing, understanding, and evaluating a proposed idea for 
improving existing production line and processes. 
PHP programming language was selected for prototype development. JavaScript was 
picked as a transformation engine to reformat received data from the storage. MySQL 
was selected as a suitable storage for the demonstration. 
 
5.3.1 Production Line Structure and Schema 
The production line is following production processes and workstations behavior like-
wise relations with the server maintaining production line. MES is keeping the respon-
sibility for the whole production line workflow. MES is also reporting malfunctions. 
 
5.3.2 Workstation Table Description 
 
The structure of the workstation data flow table is illustrated in Figure 11. The data flow 
table contains the data type field description and field datatype as presented in Table 
10. 
 
Figure 11. Prototype: table workstation data structure. 
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Table 10. Workstation table data structure. 
Field name Field datatype Field description 
IDWorkstation INT Unique workstation ID 
ProdLineID INT Production line ID 
WSName VARCHAR(45) Workstation name and functionality 
WSGoodValueIn FLOAT Workstation functionality testing result 
for the smallest acceptable value 
WSGoodValueOut FLOAT Workstation functionality testing result 
for the highest acceptable value 
 
5.3.3 Database Structure Developed for Prototype Application.  
The database structure is presenting tables related to the production line table defini-
tion, alongside workstation table definition with table fields alongside workflow table 
definition with included table fields. The database structure shown in Figure 12. 
 
 
Figure 12. Prototype: database structure. 
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5.3.4 Simulation Data Content 
The simulation required the description of the production line and the workstations in-
volved in the manufacturing process. The study found out that the prototype is neces-
sary for testing manufacturing process behavior. 
 
Figure 13. Prototype: production line description. 
MES-workstation declaration linked to the production line is mandatory for testing the 
workflow and obtaining the results of the actions taken at each workstation. Omitted 
MES-workstation excluded from achieving results under MES control. 
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Figure 14. Prototype: workstations used in the production line. 
The workstation holds unique ID, linked to production line ID, takes own name and 
functionality description, configures acceptable values range related to performed ac-
tions related to functionality. 
Listing 1 presents the call to the database and tranforms achieved result for visually 
understandable view. 
 
$dbclass = new DBClass($hostn, $usern, $psw, $dbn); 
 
$dbclass->RunQuery("SELECT * FROM workstation;"); 
 
$result = $dbclass->GetQueryResult(); 
 
  <? while ($row = $result->fetch_object()) { ?> 
   <tr> 
     <td><? echo $row->IDWorkstation; ?></td> 
     <td><? echo $row->ProdLineID; ?></td> 
     <td><? echo $row->WSName; ?></td> 
     <td><? echo $row->WSGoodValueIn; ?></td> 
     <td><? echo $row->WSGoodValueOut; ?></td> 
   </tr> 
 
Listing 1. Presenting the list of occupied workstations. 
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5.3.5 Workflow of Production Line 
The prototype application screen presents the main simulation screen shown in Figure 
15. The main simulation screen is empty before simulation starts. Cells on the main 
screen are changing their background color, as presented in Table 11. 
Table 11. Production line MES workflow results. 
Step SIMULATION bar The results obtained bar 
Workstation name 
and functionality  
RED on the active work-
station 
GREEN for expected workstation 
value 
DARK RED for unex-
pected/incorrect value 
The main simulation screen contains the button <Simulation>. The simulation process 
starts after the operator clicking the <Simulation> button. The simulation process is 
using the preconfigured production line, including required workstations — the produc-
tion line configuration described in Production Line Structure and Schema. 
The prototype presents real-time behavior and test results under MES control.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Prototype: production line main screen. 
Positive result 
The simulation workstation cell receivs green background if the achieved result is in 
acceptable value in the workstation configuration as described in Simulation Data Con-
tent.  
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Figure 16. Prototype: production line expected positive result. 
Negative result 
The Ppototype presents real-time behavior and tests results under MES control. The 
negative result has a cell with a dark-red background if the achieved result is not in 
acceptable value in the workstation configuration, as described in Simulation Data Con-
tent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 17. Prototype: production line has an unexpected result. 
The acquired result value has a dark-red background with an “ERROR” message when 
it is out of the preconfigured value range for the active workstation. 
The prototype was developed as the simulator of the production line. The production 
line is including a linked workstation and configured in Prototype. 
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5.3.6 Production Line Flexibility 
Production line flexibility is configurable, testable, demonstrable, undoubted, conclu-
sive, and verifiable. Performed research, development, and exploration towards thesis 
objectives lead the possibility to extend the production line functionality at possible low 
cost. Production line advancement is possible using the MES-workstation list change 
with appropriate defined properties as described in Simulation Data Content. 
 
 
Figure 18. Prototype: flexible production line changed workstation list. 
The production line extended by adding a modern MES-workstation into the manufac-
turing chain with the requested sequence plan. Inserted workstation marked with the 
green color underline.  
 
The prototype application introduced flexibility in production line workflow together with 
MES-workstation list changes. The difference performed in the list of the workstations 
in the production line is displayed in Figure 19.      
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Figure 19. Prototype: flexible production line simulation main screen. 
The simulation screen presents the current result state of MES on the controlled pro-
duction line. Table cells with red background color displays the current position of 
manufacturing flow. Table cell with green background informs that positive test result 
are confirmed. 
5.3.7 Production Line Flexibility Simulation Concluding 
 
The final test result table is appearing after the production line is finished manufactur-
ing process for each production line item. MES is controlling production line flow and 
results. MES configuration is available in Error! Reference source not found. topic.  
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Figure 20. Prototype: flexible production line final testing main screen. 
Prototype main screen simulation button "next Workstation (WS)" changes button title 
for "completed". MES reports that all configured workstations related to active produc-
tion line passed related testing successfully. 
 
Table 12. Prototype: flexible production line final testing results. 
 
Gathered values are validated during each workstation testing.  
The view based on data in Table 12 displayed in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21. Prototype: flexible production line testing results. 
Expended time of each workstation during the assigned activity is displayed in Figure 
21. MES controlling the behavior of the appointed task. The report is available after 
MES confirms the production line completed the assigned task on each workstation 
linked to the production line.  
$dbclass = new DBClass($hostn, $usern, $psw, $dbn); 
$result = $dbclass->GetQueryResult(); 
$dbclass->CloseQueryResult($result); 
$dbclass->RunQuery("SELECT wstable.WSName, lineresults.WSValue, wsta-
ble.WSGoodValueIn, wstable.WSGoodValueOut FROM workstation AS wstable JOIN prodlin-
eworkflow as lineresults ON wstable.IDWorkstation = lineresults.WSID ORDER BY wsta-
ble.IDWorkstation ASC;"); 
$result = $dbclass->GetQueryResult(); 
$numrows = $result->num_rows; 
?> 
<table style="margin-top:20px;margin-left:40px;border: 2px double black;"> 
<th style="text-align: center;width: 300px;border: 1px double black;">Workstation name</th> 
<th style="text-align: center;width: auto;border: 1px double black;">Testing result</th> 
<th style="text-align: center;width: auto;border: 1px double black;">Value result range in</th> 
<th style="text-align: right;width: auto;border: 1px double black;">Value result range out</th> 
<? 
while ($row = $result->fetch_object()) 
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{  
echo "<tr>"; 
echo "<td style=".'text-align: center;width: 300px;border: 2px double black;'.">"; 
 echo $row->WSName; 
echo "</td>"; 
echo "<td style=" . 'text-align:center;vertical-align:middle;border: 2px double black;' . ">"; 
 echo $row->WSValue; 
echo "</td>"; 
echo "<td style=" . 'text-align:center;vertical-align:middle;border: 1px double black;' . ">"; 
 echo $row->WSGoodValueIn; 
 echo "</td>"; 
echo "<td style=" . 'text-align:center;vertical-align:middle;border: 1px double black;' . ">"; 
 echo $row->WSGoodValueOut; 
 echo "</td>"; 
echo "</td>"; 
 echo "</tr>"; 
}  
?> 
<tr> 
<td></td> 
<td></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<? 
$dbclass->CloseQueryResult($result); 
$dbclass->CloseConnection(); 
?> 
 
Listing 2. Presenting way to request testing value of workstations. 
Presented Table 12 displays data achieved during production line workflow. Listing 2 
gathering data from appropriate tables and show them in table format for operator con-
venience.  
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Figure 22. Prototype: database tables used for flexible production testing. 
Workstation table contains workstations list. Prodlineworkflow table contains testing 
results stored using MES. MES declines storing provided unacceptable testing value. 
Workstation contains acctebale range configured in Prototype Workstation Table De-
scription. 
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6 Conclusions 
Manufacturing Execution System (MES) is designed to optimize the execution of man-
ufacturing operations and to improve production output. The main goal of the Manufac-
turing Execution System is to ensure the correct execution of the manufacturing opera-
tions and to care about production output. 
The case company in this study is producing medical devices in Finland. The MES in-
vestigated in this study covers a tomograph production line. The current MES version 
had severe problems and was behaving inconsistently and was also unstable. It was 
vital to analyze and find weak points in the existing MES to improve the production line. 
Performed research and tied up analysis confirmed thepositive results of the thesis. 
This thesis is describing the current state of an active MES. The existing MES was 
successfully investigated and analyzed with the help of Error! Reference source not 
found. and Problem Solving Process technologies.  
IoT technology is suitable to use with MES in order to get reliable results, save manu-
facturing time, and reduce manufacturing cost. IoT technology implementation is re-
quired to support the evolution of existing production line.    
MES IoT-application development requires analyzing and understand user experience 
together with the operator's desires. IoT–application development is an assuring future 
in the industry. Although, development requires taking care of possible obstacles. 
IoT application advances production line possibilities. New IoT-related application up-
grades MES. New MES-application is giving the possibility to extend the number and 
types of goals.    
The achieved results of the research and prototype application are valuable and act as 
a recommendation for future development.  
Feasible future enhancement. 
IoT technology is growing. Technology is promising to implement devices and elements 
locally for company case. Local manufacturing is able to develop and construct phisical 
device with IoT technology implemented for own usage. 
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Legacy developed solutions getting the possibility to accept and assimilate new pro-
posals and possibilities. Legacy solutions keeping in use old technology and waiting for 
upgrade. 
Cloud computing is modern and popular technology useful for data exchange between 
workstations linked to same production line. Cloud computing requires security control 
for data exchange implemented in MES. Company decides needed cloud computing 
type. 
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